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In Brief...
Kadas
to address
ASUM Senate

Democratic state Rep.
Mike Kadas plans to address
the ASUM Senate tonight to
discuss the recently ap
pointed Education Commis
sion for the Nineties.
Gov. Stan Stephens estab
lished the commission,
which includes Kadas, to
evaluate and make recom
mendations about possible
closures and program elimi
nations in the state’s
university system.»•
Also, the senate plans to
appoint UM students to fill
the position of director of the
Student Legislative Action

Center and a vacant senate
seat. The meeting will begin
at 6 p.m. in the UC Montana
Rooms.

Co-ed restroom
faces
destruction
UM’s only co-ed bath
room is flirting with the
wrecking ball.
This rare species of bath
room has been on the main
floor of the forestry building
since 1921, when die
building was built But it
has only been co-ed for about
ten years, Pat Murphy,
secretary to the forestry dean
said.
The plan is to divide the
room into three smaller
rooms: a men’s bathroom, a
women’s bathroom, and a
forestry lab room.
Previously, the women’s
toilets were separated by a
particle board partition from
the rest of the room.
Construction on the new
interior will begin in about
two weeks, “ Chris Mulkey,
acting staff architect, said.
The projected cost for
construction is about
$43,000, including engineer
ing and design costs, Mulkey
said.

Inside...
New recruiting
video, page 6.

Montana-made
movies, page 8.

New rule for
Grizzly kicker,
page 10.
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Koch announces plan to leave UM
Old Dominion lures

president to Virginia
By Woody Kipp
Kaimin Reporter

UM President James Koch an
nounced Tuesday that he plans to
resign on July 1,1990 to assume the
presidency of Old Dominion Uni
versity in Virginia.
Koch told the more than 70
people attending a 3 p.m. press
conference that leaving UM was a
difficult decision for him and his
wife, Donna.
“We changed our minds several
times,” he said.
But he said, “I was impressed
with the people, the opportunity,
the considerable challenge, and the
extent of the match between Old
Dominion University’s needs and
my particular interests and abili
ties.”
Koch said he expects to be rec
ommended for the Old Dominion
University presidency on Oct. 18,
which is the next meeting date
^scheduled for the Board of Visitors
of Old Dominion University.
His salary at Old Dominion
would be about $130,000 - more
than twice what he makes at UM,
Koch said.
“Old Dominion University of
fered me a very generous and at
tractive financial package,” Koch
said.
He stressed, however, that while
the financial considerations were a
part of his decision to leave UM,
they were not the sole reason.
“The nature of the professional
opportunity that was presented to
me convinced me that I would be
negligent should I not explore it
further,” Koch said.
“My acceptance of the presi-

See "Lures," pg. 7.

UM PRESIDENT James Koch announces his plan to resign on July 1,1990 to assume
the presidency of Old Dominion University In Virginia. Koch spoke at a press conference
Tuesday afternoon.
Photo by Chris Walton

Administrators express mixed opinions at Koch’s plan
By Lisa Meister
Kaimin Reporter
University administrators ex
pressed surprise, congratulations
and some sadness after UM Presi
dent James Koch’s announcement
Tuesday that he may resign.
And most had their own opin
ions about the president’s motives.
University Teachers* Union
President Hany Fritz said he thinks
problems in getting state support
and faculty salary increases may
have influenced Koch’s plans.
“I think (Koch’s) tired of fight
ing the Board of Regents, the com
missioner, the governor and theLegislature on nickels and dimes,” he

I don't think
it's reasonable to
expect a young,
dynamic presi
dent to stay in
any one place for
any length of
time."
- James Flightner
said.
And he added, “I’m disap
pointed. I think he is a good presi
dent”
Koch plans to leave UM July 1

to assume the presidency of Old
Dominion University in Norfolk,
Va. At a press conference Tuesday,
Koch said he’s spoken with offi
cials from that school and expects
to know by next week if he has the
job.
Fritz also said he thinks Koch’s
own salary was a factor in his con
sideration of the Virginia job.
“I can understand why he’s leav
ing,” Fritz said. “Anyone who gets
his salary doubled would have to
give serious consideration to the
offer, I would think.”
Jesse Kennedy, the chairman of
UM’s Communication Sciences and

See "Opinions," pg. 7.

UM professor says he’s target of harassment
By Eric Johnson
Kaimin Reporter
A UM Environmental Studies
professor who was subpoenaed by a
federal grand jury last week in con
nection with a tree spiking incident
says he believes he is the target of
harassment.
“I don’t know what the legal
definition of that word is,” Ron
Erickson said, “but I certainly feel
harassed.”
Erickson said he has been sub
poenaed as a suspect, not a witness,
in the investigation. He also said he
believes the subpoena may have
resulted from his work, which in
volves training and encouraging
students to be advocates for a healthy
environment.
Erickson added that he has never
advocated or practiced tree spiking.

RON ERICKSON
He said he considers it “an act of
desperation.”
“I think they suspect that some
how I was involved in a conspir
acy,” he said. “I wasn’t, and neither
was anyone else from EVST, as far
as I know.”
Erickson and six UM students,
including four EVST students, were

subpoenaed in connection with a
tree spiking incident in the Clearwa
ter National Forest in Idaho.
Several students who say they
were questioned by federal agents in
connection with the case echoed
Erickson’s charge of harassment.
Karyn Sandstrom, an EVST
graduate student, said two men - a
Forest Service special agent and an
FBI agent — came to the day-care
where she was working last summer
to question her.
She said they asked her about
tree spiking, about Erickson and
several others who were subpoe
naed last week.
“They obviously didn’t believe
what I told them,” she said, “be
cause after I was done, they said, ‘If
all these things are true, why do you
have Forest Service maps all over
the walls of your home?’ “

Sandstrom, whose husband
works for the Wilderness Institute
and collects maps, said she latei
learned that the agents had been
“snooping around” her house, and
had questioned her neighbor about
her and her husband.
“I think they ’re trying to intimi
date people,” Sandstrom said.
An FBI spokesman who was
contacted Tuesday refused to com
ment on the allegations of intimida
tion or any other aspect of the tree
spiking case. Bobbie Hoe, a UM
law student and former director of
the Student Action Center said she
was questioned by federal agents in
May. She said she also feels that the
investigation is designed to intimi
date environmental activists.
Hoe said she believes she was

See "Target," pg. 12.
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Bad timing for an exit, President Koch
All indications are that UM President James Koch will be
leaving UM for a job at Old Dominion University in
Norfolk, Va.
His announcement will become official on Oct. 18, if the
school’s “Board of Visitors” selects Koch as the university’s
new president. His resignation would take effect July 1,
1990.
We think this is a bad time, to say the least, for Koch to
decide to up and leave the university.
The next school year is a legislative year. President Koch
knows better than anyone that is isn’t an easy thing to jump
right into a legislative year. Such was the case when Koch
took over the presidency in the fall of 1986. Five months
after arriving at UM, he was thrown into a legislative session
that he wasn’t quite prepared for.
Legislative sessions are even more important to UM than
schools in some states when you consider that Montana only
has them every two years. An inexperienced university
president could lead us to a disastrous two years.
Koch said yesterday, at a press conference to announce
his likely resignation, that the economic woes at the univer
sity played a role in his decision to leave. He said Old
Dominion is doing just great financially.
One would think if he cares about the university as he
says, he wouldn’t leave it in the middle of a financial crisis
that he has yet to improve during his time as president.
It’s not as if he didn’t know what he was getting himself

into. When Koch arrived at UM in 1986, 300 Fall Quarter
class sections had to be cut, forcing some students to post
pone graduation. Also, more than 60 faculty members who
retired, took leave or were visiting professors were not
replaced to meet Legislature-ordered budget cuts. The situ
ation really hasn’t improved much over the last three years.
The university has been forced to close such programs as
Communication Sciences and Disorders and Home Eco
nomics over those years.
Koch says more people will believe him when he speaks
of the greatness at UM now that he is leaving because they
will know he has nothing to gain by speaking well of the
university. Well, he doesn’t have anything to lose either.
People may think he can play up the university because he
doesn’t have to deal with the problems anymore.
The basic problem of not enough money still faces the uni
versity, and it looks as if President Koch is going to leave us
just when he’s getting the hang of how things work around
here.
Since Koch isn’t likely to stay, what UM needs is for
someone who knows about UM and its problems, and about
how Montanans and their Legislature think to head up the
university. Instead of holding a national search, we should
look to Montanans, such as Provost Donald Habbe, who
have spent a long time in Montana and at UM, to take the job.

- Marlene Mehlhaff
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Tree-spiking
investigations
warranted
Last week seven people, including
a UM Environmental Studies professor and
four UM Environmental Studies graduate
students, were served subpoenas ordering
them to submit evidence to a federal grand
jury. The grand jury is investigating a tree
spiking incident that occurred in Idaho last
spring.
Are the U.S. Forest Service and
the FBI harassing these people? Is the

David
Stallina

whole thing a plot, as I actually heard a
person suggest, to eliminate the environ
mental studies program? I don’t think so.
I think the Forest Service and FBI
are simply investigating a very serious vio
lation of federal law. The people subpoe
naed should be willing to cooperate—unless
, of course, they have something to hide.
Anyone who doubts that tree spiking is a serious threat to loggers and mill
workers should have a chat with George
Alexander. On May 8,1987, George was
working at a Louisiana-Pacific Corp, mill
in Cloverdale, Calif, when two 11-inch
metal spikes in a log being sawn caused a
large section of the saw to break off. The
saw segment flew through the air and
broke through George’s face shield, cutting
his left cheek, slashing through his jaw
bone and knocking out both upper and
lower teeth.
Two of the students subpoenaed
say they oppose tree spiking as a protest
technique, except as a last resort When do
they propose to use a last resort? Should
we trust these people to decide when it is
the proper time to break the law and
endanger other people’s lives? Is it OK to
kill loggers as a last resort?...at least when
these folks determine it’s time for the last
resort.
Remember, these are folks like
Tim Bechtold, one of the students subpoe
naed, who said last spring, “When it comes
to the possibility of a death, what’s the
difference between killing a tree and killing
a human?”
Granted, our environment is in se
rious trouble and some drastic changes are
needed. But are loggers to blame, or are
they just receiving the brunt of a lot of
frustration? Loggers and mill workers are
supplying we, the people, with products we
demand-and waste-such as lumber, paper,
cellophane, rayon and a variety of plastics
that are partly derived from wood cells.
Because we are such a wasteful
society and are doing irreversible damage
to our environment, should we attack the
people supplying us ? Let’s kill the
farmers, ranchers and oil-rig workers while
we’re at it.
The people who have been sub
poenaed have not been charged with any
crime, they are only being called to aid in
an investigation. I hope the investigation is
successful.
It is unfortunate that the incident
may cost innocent people money, but what
else can the Forest Service and FBI do?
Ignore the issue until it costs Some inno
cent logger his life?
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Columnist-------Columnist_____
Columnist-------Columnist_____

—John Flrehammer

■—•——Woody Kipp
----------- Kelly Schleno
----- -----David Stalling
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Forestry school receives federal grant

Virus may not be
Kaimin culprit

for resource management program

The cause of the Montana Kaimin’s com
puter breakdown, which prevented the paper
from publishing Friday, may not have been a
virus as first thought, a UM computer authority
said Tuesday.
Dick Lane said he could not pin down the
problem, but after running tests on the computer
software, he couldn’t find any signs of a com
puter virus.
“I am puzzled by what happened,” he said.
The Kaimin Macintosh computer system
“crashed” early Thursday evening. The system
is less than three weeks old.
Lane added that he wasn’t sure what the
problem was because he didn’t look at the sys
tem until Becky Goodrich, the Kaimin office
manager, and a Computerland representative
had already restored the system.
Lane said the problem could have been in the
computer network that relays information among
the computer terminals and the hard drive.
However, Curt Jacobson, the owner and
manager of Computerland, said he still felt a
virus caused the breakdown.
The fact that the computer systems in the fine
arts lab, the journalism school, and the Kaimin
all broke down within a couple of weeks is “too
coincidental,” Jacobson said.
Although the cause of the breakdown is un
clear, Lane and Jacobson both agree the problem
can be solved by installing software that detects
viruses and controlling who useslhe computers.

By Christian Murdock
Kaimin Reporter
UM was awarded a $275,000 federal
grant recently to develop an international
natural resource management program,
UM’s director of international programs
said recently.

Peter Koehn said UM’s three-year
grant, which will amount to $89,411 the
first year, was given to UM’s forestry
school and International Programs by the
U.S. Fund for the Improvement of PostSecondary Education, to develop the in
ternational program.
The grant will help UM develop an
undergraduate curriculum with courses
in forestry, foreign languages and inter
national relations to prepare students for
overseas jobs in natural resource man
agement, Koehn said.
“It is important for students to have
the option to work internationally with
the changing global economy,” he said.

UM’s proposal was one out of about
75 selected to receive a grant, Koehn
said, adding that about2,000 grant appli
cations 'nck submitted nation-wide.

Sidney Frissell, the dean of the for
estry school, and Koehn were both instru
mental in putting the plan for the UM
program together.
The federal government will fund 75
percent of the total costs of the project,
Koehn said.

Students completing the course work
could undertake a job with a reforestation
project in a Third World country or a job
with the Peace Corps, Koehn said.
“The Peace Corps has shown a lot of
interest in the program,” he said.
UM is currently searching for a project
coordinator to head the project, he said,
and the university hopes to hire the coor
dinator by January.

Besides its diverse curriculum, the
program will also include an internship in
a rural part of Montana to learn more
about living in a rural community , he
said.

Living in the rural parts of Montana
would be close to the “situation the stu
dents would have overseas,” Koehn said.
“The idea is to develop a core of people
that can help around the world,” he added.

24-7 SPYZ
‘24-7 SPYZ SPEAK IN
MANY TONGUES, AND
SPEAK EACH
LOUD AND PROUD’

ERIK DAVIS, SPIN
‘24-7 SPYZ PUMMEL IN A
MANNER MOST
RIGHTEOUS...I’LL OPT
FOR HARDER THAN YOU...
TOM SINCLAIR,
VILLAGE VOICE

‘24-7 SPYZ MAKE THEIR
POINT VERY LOUD AND
PRETTY CLEAR’
DAVID BROWNE,
NY DAILY NEWS

You can get the
new 24-7 SPYZ
” HARDER THAN YOU”

at
ROCKIN RUDY’S
Campus court &
Downtown

‘★ ★ ★★ (FOUR STARS)...TURN IT UP,
BECAUSE HARDER THAN YOU
IS ROCK WITH
SMARTS AND SWING’

SEE
24-7 SPYZ
LIVE
Thursday Oct. 12th
8:00 pm
Copper Commons.

GREG KOT, CHICAGO TRIBUNE

HARDER THAN YOU

ON IN-EFFECT

LP/C ASSETTE/CD 3006

Legislative audit
may cost
UM students
By Lisa Meister
Kaimin Reporter
A legislative audit of the
administration’s use of student fees
could come with a price tag, UM’s
acting vice president of fiscal affairs
says.
Depending upon the way Scott
Seacat, legislative auditor, views the
ASUM Senate’s request for such an

audit, Sylvia Weisenburger said, stu
dents could end up paying for it
The ASUM Senate last week
voted unanimously to ask for a
legislative audit of “all non-tuition
student fees under the direct admini
stration of the university administra
tion.” That includes money from
residence halls and family housing
rentals and food service meal passes.
If the auditor suspects that the

money has been misused, Weis
enburger said, the audit may be done
without charge. Otherwise, the
senate may have to pay for a “spe
cial audit,” she said.
Weisenburger said previous out
side audits cost UM $3,200 to check
KUFM’s financial records and
$95,000 for an audit of UM’s execu
tive offices.

“If there will be a charge and how

much that charge might be, I don’t
know,” she said.
Seacat could not be reached at
his Helena office.
Jim Gillett, deputy legislative au
ditor said, “It depends on the scope
of the thing - how much work has to
be done, if anything. But without
having seen (a request), there’s no
way to set priorities or estimate
costs.”
UM employs an auditor who per
forms internal audits for the univer
sity without charge.
But ASUM Senator Brian Smith,
who suggested the audit, said he
asked for an outside audit because
“basically we wanted to have
objectivity.”

The senate is concerned about the
potential use of student fees to make
a payment of about $167,000 on the
bonds used to build the WashingtonGrizzly Stadium, Smith said.
UM President James Koch has
assured students that the money
would only be used to make that
payment if ticket sales for Grizzly
games don’t pick up the cost.
Former UM President Neil Bucklew said in 1986 that student money
would not be used to repay the
bonds.
“There’s at least a question of le
gality,” Smith said.

But Weisenburger disagreed. “If
you look at the law and the statutes,
we are within our legal rights to use
these funds in the manner in which
we have or will,” she said.
And she said she does not feel
that such an audit is warranted.
Smith said he is drafting a letter
to Seacat and expects to send it
today.
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Conference
to celebrate
25 years
of wilderness
A group of local and re

gional wilderness rangers,
writers, and activists began
a three-day celebration of

the twenty-fifth anniver
sary of the U.S. Wilderness
Act yesterday.
The conference’s list of

speakers is twenty-one
people long, each offering
a nugget of wisdom from
their experience with
wilderness issues or the
Act’s passage in 1964.
Among the noted speakers
is former executive director
of the Wilderness Society
(a national organization
similar in size to the Siena
Club, or the Audubon
Society) Stuart Brandborg
who was instrumental in

Forest Service needs to rekindle passion, speaker says
By Bob LaCasse
Kaimin Reporter
The U.S. Forest Service and agencies manag
ing wildlands need to “rekindle” the passion and
love for the land that characterized early forest
management policy, the keynote speaker for a
conference celebrating the 25th anniversary of

the Wilderness Act said Tuesday evening.
“It is never easy to get across a new idea,”
author Michael Frame told the crowd of about 45
people during “25 Years of Wilderness: A Cul

Frome is currently teaching environmental
studies at the Huxley College of Environmental
Studies at Western Washington University in
Bellingham, Wash. He as written several books,
including Promised Land, Whose Woods These
Are and Conscience ofA Conservationist.
Quoting many other pioneers in the concept
of setting aside a “primitive” area of land for the
sake of its lack of human marks, Frome said
today’s foresters look at wildlands in terms of

A swelling bureaucracy also causes prob
lems, he said, enabling people who have not
experienced the resource into high administra
tive positions.
“They’re administering what’s right in terms
of bureaucratic policy,” he said. “The chief of
the forest service (Dale Robertson) doesn’ t know
what it’s all about”
Frome also criticized Montana Sen. Conrad
Burns for calling conversationalists unpatriotic

commodities. Foresters used to also have an
interest in the animal and plant life, he said, and

tural Phenomenon.”
Frame encouraged the listeners not to give up
the fight for better wilderness management, but
he said foresters and loggers used to have the
passion for life that Henry David Thoreau spoke
about. He said, quoting the author “In wilder

a respect for the earth.
An absolute hands-off management policy is
a hard-sell to this viewpoint, he said. Frome
blamed schools of forestry for this infiltration of
apathy, saying they do not teach wildland ethics.
“Where are the heroes of the Forest Service

and radical.
“I think it would be wonderful if we could
camp out with the chief and Conrad Bums,” he
said.
The wi 1 demess conference continues throug h
Thursday with lectures daily. The presentation is
being sponsored by Wilderness Watch, a na
tional wilderness organization based in Mon

ness, is the preservation of the world.”

today,” Frome said.

tana.

getting the Act passed.
The keynote speaker is

author Michael Frame, a
professor of environmental
studies at the Huxley Col
lege on Environmental
Studies at Western Wash
ington University in
Bellingham, Wash. His
knowledge and experience
in wilderness and
wildlands has enabled him
to be a columnist for Field
& Stream and to write a

Dean of Students
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MINING CO.

Come to the

Steak House £ Lounge

Open Forum

1210 W. Broadway
WEDNESDAY for

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

MARGARITAS-

Thursday, October 12,1989

FREE BUFFALO WINGS

$ 1.50/ half litre 9-11p.m.
9-10 p.m.

12:00 noon

Also, LADIES NIGHT 4-12 p.m.
and HOUR HOUR 4-6 p.m.
Mon. thru Fri.

UC Lounge

I.D.'S REQUIRED

See "Conference," pg. 12.
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This Week at Campus Rec

DEE'S PARLOR

Oct 6-12

Intramurals

* 'WolffTanning Special *
Bring in UM I.D. for
15 tans for $30.

Wolff Tanning Beds
311 Knowles St.

728-5870

•••Thank you Todd Gehrke, for computerizing our
Intramural sport* scheduling •••

Fri Oct 6
4-6pm
Football
doverbowl/Rivcrbowl
Mon Oct 9
Happy Columbus Day I No Intramural game* McGill 109 office dosed
Tuea Oct 10
4-6pm
Football
Cloverbowl/Riverbowl
6:15-10pm
3 OB 3 Basketball
Schreiber
7-10pm
Volleyball
MrfKHjBer Anon
Wad Oct II
4 6pm
Football
QoverbowlyRncrbowI
6pm
Punt, Pass, Kick Contest
Q overbow1
7-10pm
Valeybal
McGiU/Rec Azmex
830-10pm
3-on-3 Bask.i<baJ
Schreiber
Thor Oct 12
4-6 pm
Football
Qovetbowl/Rjverbowl
6d5-10pm 3 OB 3 Basketball
Schreiber
7-10pm
Voluybal
Roc Azmex

Classes
8-8i50am
4:10-5:1 Opm
535-630pm
Collegiate Taekwondo
Aerobics

Take our
newPastaBar
for a spin.

MonAWed
McGill Gym
Mob fti
Roc Azmex
Moo-Thur
Rec Azmex
6-7pm (Beginners) 7-8:30pm (advanced)

WadJM-Sdwte

Yoga
TaiChi

Mob.
5:15-6:15pm Tues-Thurs
7-8:30pm
Wad

Fri Oct 6

Running Track , Lockers

Fieldhonao 096
McGill 104

Schrdber Gym
7am-10pm

OpenGym
1130-lpm
Weight Room
lpm-6pm
Sat Oct 7 A Sun Oct 8
12nooo-4pm
Tuea Oct 10-Thurs Oct 13
Ruzming-Treck, I

OpenGym
Weight Room

7 am-1 Opm

1130-lpm
1 pm-6pm

Rec Annex
Fri Oct 6

630 am-7pm*

Sat Oct 7^un Oct 8, Mon Oct 9
10am-5pm
Tuea oct 10-Thurs Oct 13
ft-tn.wv.inp—*
•Check Schedules at the Azmex for open gym A weight room hours*

Outdoor Rentals (Annex)
12noon-5pm

hi Oct 6

CLOSED COLUMBUS HOLIDAY WEEKEND
Tuea Oct 10-Thurs Oct 13
12nooo-5pm

Outdoor Program
Hn Oct 6

Sizzler’s Salad Bar has a new
twist. We’ve just added a hot Pasta
Bar with two steaming pastas daily
and sauces like Tomato Marinara,
Alfredo with Parmesan and Creamy
Mushroom. It’s all part of our famous
\\
assortment of fresh fruit and vegetables,
including our festive Tostada Bar with its crispy
tortillas, taco beef and fresh toppings. So come try
Sizzler’s new All Abu-Can-Eat
Pasta,Tostada, Fresh Fruit &
Salad Bar. One taste, and you
University
will want to go around again.

$4.49
3611 Brooks Across
from K-mart

Students
10% Off
With Valid
I.D.

3pm

HPB Rockd imbing

S** 0°* 7

HPB Rockdimbing field trip

Sun Oct 8

Yellowstone Backpacking
HPE Rockd imbing field trip
Yellowstone Backpacking
Open Boating, Griz Fool
Yellowstone Backpacking
Used Outdoor Equipment Sale
UC Mall

7- 9pm
O**
Wed Oct 11

7am-11am
Equipment
12noon-5pm The sale
5pro- 8pm
Pick-up the unsold equipment
Thun Oct 12 6-8pm
8- 10pm

Outdoor ftogrum ReekdinrfMi^ PHA117a
Fundamentals of Kayaking
Griz Pool

Grizzly Pool
SsnOaS
Mon Oct 9

7-9pm

Op«n Kayking $3.Doo. bm include b«t read &«.

Columbm Duy. Limited Pool Houn

Programs offered: 1) Htzma Lap Swims
6:15-9:00 am
ll:00azn-1:00pm
5 XX)pm-6:00pm
2) Public Recreation Swim
-___
mL
700-830pm
Them wm he no:W«« Aerobic., win, Imkot

TimOain

^*°

d

, HraSwima“““»^0-lft30pmUpSwim

^*i^^f«toS«^fc-taofdVmcto3^1ro«aifc,chfldnm
am. Tiro: 3j«M:OOpm: 4:2<M:50pni
Srowm Rum: Oct 16-Oct 27 Mon-fti

Please Call 243-2763 for additional Program Infromation.
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SQUAW PEAK DAY HIKE
OCT. 14
An easy 7 mile trip
COST: $9.00 to cover cost of
leaders & transportation

Register at
FHA116
Pre-trip meeting
Oct. 13,4pm
FHA 116
243-5172
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New computers to arrive Winter Quarter
By Tim Church
for the Kaimin
The combined glow from the
computer screen s across cam pus will
get a little brighter next quarter,
thanks to an infusion of $200,000 in
new equipment.
New micro-computers, periph
eral equipment, and software should
greet students at the beginning of
Winter Quarter. Among the new
items guaranteed to cause their share
of eyestrain will be 31 IBM-com
patible computers, two UNIX work
stations and nine Apple Macintosh
SE and Bex’s.
That and other specialized equip
ment such as scanners, plotters and
laser printers will be available in
computer labs in the Social Science,
Math, Fine Arts, Business Admini

stration, and Science Complex
Buildings.
The $200,000was left over from
the funds spent, in 1985, to develop
a new VAX computer mainframe
and to set up computer labs on
campus, Jerry Esmay, chairman of
the Computer Advisors Commit
tee, said.
The bonds are being repaid
through the computer use fee paid
by every student
Last winter, after discovery of
the remaining funds, the committee
solicited proposals for equipment
that would be used for student in
struction, Esmay said. He added
that more than a million dollars in
proposals quickly overwhelmed
committee members.
Esmay said that after long delib

eration, a number of proposals that
did not meet the student instruction
criteria were eliminated. The re
mainder were consolidated into a
$230,000 purchase proposal. Es
may hopes the competitive bidding
process will lower the final bill
closer to $200,000. If not, some
items may not be purchased, he
said.
Consolidating the proposals
meant that computer labs will have
to share the equipment, butas Esmay
said, “it was better than nothing.”
Richard Poitras, micro-computer
specialist with Computing and In
formation Services, said he has
ordered almost all the equipment
About $190,000has been spent with
$27,000of the proposed equipment
still on the list

UM to install emergency phone system
By Bob LaCasse
Kaimin Reporter

Complimentary Samples
Sponsored by the
Union Market
Located in the
Gold Oak Rooms
University Center
Thursday & Friday,
October 12 & 13
11am to 1pm
Sample Our New Menu Items For FREE
Stir Fry Bar
Pasta Bar
Flavored Coffees

and more!

PUTUS
TOTHE
TEST.
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEFL • NMB •
NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • FMGEMS •
FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

UM will soon be installing an
emergency phone system to aug
ment other increases in campus
security, UM’s safety and security
manager said last week.
Ken W illett said the box shaped,
international yellow phones should
be operational by the end of the
quarter.
The phones are just partofUM’s
effort to improve security on cam
pus, Willett said, including better
lighting and a student escort serv
ice.
“I’m really pumped up about it,”
he said, “because it’s something
we’ve needed for a long time.”
He said the phones will be bolted
to the outside of buildings and will
have only one button, an omni-di
rectional microphone and a speaker.
Tentative sites across campus
include the north face of the library,

the breezeway of the Pharmacy/
Psychology building, the northeast
end of the Lodge, the east entry to
the Radio/TV building, and near
Brandy Hall.
The locations have been picked
for their high visibility, easy access
and heavy student traffic, Willett
said.
The phones will be placed in
areas with good artificial lighting.
Willett said he might try to improve
lighting in some of the areas by
switching to a new, cheaper, brighter
bulb.
The special microphone enables
conversation at considerable dis
tance, Willett said.
“You could back away 10, 15
feet from it and say, ‘Hey! I’ve got
a victim here. What do I do?”’
Willett said.
The single button on the phone is
a direct line to the security office,
where a display will show which

CHI ALPHA

THURSDAY
SPECIAL
(Thursdays Only)
12” Pepperoni Pizza
With Free Extra
Cheese For Only

$5.00

(No Coupon Necessary.)
No other coupons or offers apply.
Limited delivery area.
Drivers carry only $10.00.

STANLEY H.KAPLAN AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Announcing the opening of
our new Spokane center!
Courses also available at W.S.U.
CALL (509) 455-3703

‘Hfe'ne not a fraternity....

Tkfe are ‘Christ's Ambassadors

Chi Alpha
Christian Fellowship
Meets every Wednesday
At 7:00 p.m.
Rankin Hall, Rm. 202

ROLFING

Call Us!

A new
Understanding
of the
human
structure

NOIO‘ and tno NOiD character are
re^sie<ed trademark* ot Oommo's
P.zza inc NOiCX design m Ciaymaton*
Oy w* VtfWOA Productions Inc

Balance, alignment, and freedom
of movement are the hallmarks of
a Rolfed body. Rolfing is a process
intended to evoke a healthy body
through the release and re
education of the body's connective
tissue.

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.
Our students get the highest scores. We’ve proven it to over
one million students. Let us prove it to you.

KAPLAN

phone is being used, he said. A
campus security officer will be
dispatched immediately, Willett
said. The UM operator will moni
tor the phones during off hours,
Willett said, and anyone using the
phone will “be talking to a real,
living, breathing human being.”
Willett said he got the idea while
touring a campus in California about
four years ago, but they were actu
ally radios, then, costing $2,000per
unit UM’s system should cost
$6,000 to $7,000, he said.
“State-of-the-art electronics
have brought the cost down to a
level of reality that we dan deal
with,” Willett said.
He said he expects some trouble
with vandalism and crank calls in
the beginning, but he is working
with Missoula police to handle that
problem.
“My greatest wish is that we’ll
never have to really use it,” he said.

©1989 Oommos Pizza. Inc

Wed., Oct 11-7:30 p.m.
Missoula Public Library
in cooperation with integrity Incorp.

The film "Rolfing: Gravity is the
Therapist" will be shown by
DICK LARSON

Admission is FREE
For more information please
call 728-1600
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Recruiting video lets students do the talking
By David Purviance
for the Kaimin
High above Missoula a UM student, brief
case in hand, jumps out of a single-engine
plane. His parachute opens and he drifts
slowly to the green oval far below. Gently
landing in front of Main Hall, he opens the
briefcase, takes out his books, stuffs in the
parachute and, with a glance at his watch,
says “Right on time.” As he walks off to class
the sound of Chuck Berry singing “Up in the
morning and off to school, teachers teachin’
the golden rule,” rings through the air.
That may not be a typical start to your day,
but it’s the first impression thousands of high
school students are getting of life at UM
through a new recruiting video.
Completed last spring, the video has al
ready been distributed to all 186 Montana
high schools and to more than 100 schools
outside the state.

And it seems to be working.
as Rhodes scholars, and Western Montana’s
According to Jed Liston, assistant director beauty.
The video may soon be available to every
of New Student Services at UM, some enter
ing freshmen said they became interested in high school student in the country. New Stu
UM after seeing the video. Liston said the dent Services is working with a private com
video appeals to students because it was pany, American Colleges on Video, which
solicits corporate support to put recruiting
designed by students.
In planning the video, Liston and others in videos in every high school. In November the
his department created “focus groups” com company will start distributing UM’s video.
posed of UM students who were asked what
Mark Ross, president of the company,
attracted them to the campus and what they called Liston recently to tell him this is the
thought prospective students wanted to see. best recruiting video he has ever seen, Liston
Their answers surprised administrators.
said. And Ross receives five to 10 videos
“The students told us, ‘Don’t let the presi every day. Ross even asked to use the UM
dent sit on a desk and talk about the univer video in seminars he conducts on how to
sity; let the students do the talking,’ “ Liston make a recruiting video.

“He about fell off his chair when I told him
said.
New Student Services heeded that advice it cost under $3,000 to make, “ Liston said.
and the result is an energetic, upbeat video
Ross said it normally takes $25,000 to
that mixes academics and rock ‘n* roll. It also $30,000 to produce such a video.
emphasizes recreational opportunities as well
Frank Matule. director of New Student

Missoula store
in business
for peace
By Brian Keyes
for the Kaimin
Weavings from Katmandu, cof
fee from Nicaragua and “peace
paraphernalia” fill a new non-profit
store in downtown Missoula.
“The Global Village”, which is
dedicated to peace, features goods
from all over the world. But it’s
more than a store. The volunteers
who run it have a mission.

The store sells items made by
small collectives that are helping
local people take control of their
economic destinies, store manager
Anita Doyle said.
“We feel strongly that when

people who have been dependent
on aid, in the form of handouts, are
able to actually determine their
future by their own work ... then
we’re moving in the direction of
peace and harmony in the world,”
she said.
The store buys its items mainly
from non-profit distributors who

return a large percentage of the
purchase price to the collectives,
Doyle said.
The weavings from Katmandu

are a good example of how the
system works.
They are made by a women’s
collective established to provide
low-income or abandoned women
with employment and training in
traditional skills, Doyle said.
That not only helps the workers
economically, but the use of the
traditional skills “maintains the
integrity of theculture,” Doyle said.
Doyle added that people need to
be more aware of the roots of the
United States’ economic wealth.
She explained that these collec
tives help foster economic justice
because the benefits go to the work
ers themselves, rather than large
corporations.
That helps the workers’ “emerge
from the cycle of poverty,” Doyle

said.
“It is through cooperatives like
these that the threads of democracy
are spun. Here decision-making and
organizational skills are learned and
practiced,” Doyle wrote in a group
newsletter.
The store, which is affiliated
with the Jeannette Rankin Peace
Resource Center, has been open
since June. About 15 volunteers
help out, Doyle said, but more are
needed. Advertisements in the

grammer and producer of the recruiting video,
to develop another, this one aimed at prospec
tive foreign students. Matule said that the
videotape will be distributed to embassies,
counseling centers and universities in many
foreign countries.
Chambers said the new endeavor is a real
challenge.
“Before, I only had to appeal to an 18year-old,” he said. “Now I have to appeal to
the whole world. No one has ever made a
recruiting tape specifically designed for in
ternational students before.”
Focus groups were organized to develop a
concept for the second video also. Only this
time the groups were composed of foreign
students. Chambers said their concerns were
somewhat different than those of their Ameri
can counterparts.

UNIVERSITY CENTER
Copper Commons
Open 7 Days a Week
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Try our "early bird" breakfast special $1.65
Featuring Espresso Bar and Gourmet Coffees

Union Market (in the Gold Oak Room)
Open Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Featuring Far East Stir Fry Bar, Pasta Bar, Deli
and Mexican Cuisine

Hellgate (in the Gold Oak Room)
Open Monday thru Friday 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Quiet and relaxing atmosphere with enticing
luncheon selections served to you

12 REASONS FOR DRIVING
12 MINUTES ACROSS TOWN
TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY
OF YOUR LIFE
* Immaculately Clean Facilities
*Adult Social Atmosphere
*Two Comprehensive Fitness Evaluations
*Orientation to All Exercise Machines
*Certified Exercise Specialist
*Free Injury Screening
with Physical Therapist
Corporate Membership Rates
Initiation Monthly
Single
$75
$35
*
Married $100
$50
couple

Family

$125

$65

(add $25/child)
*effectlvc 1/1/90 - $5.00 increase in monthly dues*

5000 Blue Mountain Road

Western Montana Sports Medicine
and Fitness Center
See "Peace," pg. 7.

Services, said his office has asked Gus Cham
bers, telecommunications center media pro

U of M
STAFF
&
FACULTY

* Two Towels & Locker Daily
* Full Line of Personal
Care Products
* Free Aerobics & Child Supervision
* Delicious Food & Beverages
* 50 Staff members to Insure Safe
& Enjoyable Exercise
*Over 75 years of post-secondary
Exercise Science Education

Tour Appointment
Call Jim 251-3344
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Lures--------------------from page 1*

painful, though necessary process”

that led to faculty salary increases

dency of Old Dominion University

is not a rejection of the University
of Montana,” he added. “Indeed,
the high regard with which the
University of Montana is held was a
primary factor in leading Old
Dominion University to me.”
Koch will have been at UM for
four years when he vacates his pres

ent post.
Among his major achievements
at UM, Koch included last year’s
retrenchment, which he called “a

and more money for the Mansfield
Library. He also noted that UM’s
enrollment is 16percenthigher than
it was two years ago.
His major failure, Koch said,
was, “my inability to convince
Montana citizens and legislators to
provide more financial support for
UM.”
And he said his challenge to a

successor would be to “make the
University of Montana the Univer
sity of all Montana.”

Opinions
from page 1.

Disorders Department, agreed with
Fritz’s assessment
“If you have good faculty, they
can be wooed away by salaries and
other benefits,” he said.
And although the CSD depart
ment will be eliminated next year
under a retrenchment plan Koch
endorsed, Kennedy said, “(Koch)
was hired to be a leader, and he’s
demonstrated that leadership.”

OUTDOOR SKILL
CLASSES
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
CAMPUS RECREATION
OUTDOOR PROGRAM

Register at 109 McGill • U of M

• Fundamentals of Mountaineering/Rock Climbing

James Flightner, the acting-dean
of the Col lege of Arts and Sciences,
agreed. “I’ve really enjoyed work
ing with (Koch), and I think he’s
helped the university enormously,”

he said.
And Flightner suggested a dif
ferent reason for Koch’s potential
departure. “I feel change is a pretty
natural event,” he said. “I don’t

This year will be Koch’s fourth

atUM.
UM Acting Vice President Don
Habbe was out of town Tuesday.
And Board of Regents Chair
man Dennis Lind also could not be

think it’s reasonable to expect a
young, dynamic president to stay in
any one place for any length of

reached for comment.
Carrol Krause, the commis
sioner of higher education, said he
does not yet know who would
succeed Koch or when that will be
decided. A replacement would be
chosen by the state Board of Re

time.”

gents.

Peace
from page 6.

As part of the peace resource
center, the store also offers a library
with books and videos available for

Kaimin have helped.
“We’ve had a really good re
sponse from the university stu
dents,” Doyle said.

free checkout.
The store at 211 W. Front St. is
open 10-5 on weekdays and 10-2 on
Saturdays.

Oct. 12, 14, 15

•30
• Fundamentals of Kayaking

1st Session 09/28-10/26, 2nd Session 11/02-12/07

•40
• Nordic Ski Clinics (X-C)

WALK ON THE
WILD SIDE

12/02 or 12/03

• Nordic Downhill Clinics (Telemarking)
12/09 or 12/10

~

•20

Campus Recreation Outdoor Program • 243-5172

Save on

Quest * Escape * Light Traveler
- The ultimate comfortable, affordable, lounging/
sleeping furniture for contemporary living spaces.
Available in a range from basic pine frames with
solid-color covers to exotic hardwood and metal
frames with handpainted covers.
4", 6" or 8" thick futons with
handtufted, cotton batting meet
-all California fire and safety stan
dards. Beautifully designed and
crafted, prices start at $209.

Save 25% on

Save 20% on
Day Packs

twin frame and futon

PEN MOBLER
1750 South Ave. W.1. 721-0778
Hours: 10-5:30, Tues-Sat -

Save 20% on Select Backpacks
Lowe* Gregory * Dana Design

Now Open ...

Save 25 % on Select Tents

Moss * Sierra Design * Kelty

We offer Service — Value —- Quality
•
•
•
•

7

Over 30 years tailoring experience
We do custom sewing, altering & tailoring
We’re quick! Most work done within 48 hours
Open 7 days a week —
Mon.-Fri. 9-9, Sat. 10-7. Sun. 12-6

Present these coupons for “1st Timer” Savings:

Hansen's
Shop
Tailor

Save 25% on Select

p^ta^Oflia

Synchilla Snap T’s * Glissade Pullovers
Feather Weight Pullovers & Jackets
Light Weight Capilene Underwear.

Save 20% on Sunglasses:

Vaurnet * Bolle* Ski Optics

1601 Stephens
(The Corner of Mount & Stephens
across from 4 Seasons Subaru)

Read the Montana KAIMIN

543-C966
Comer of 3rd & Higgins

Arts
EVENTS
Art
David Pennington’s

exhibition, “Con
structed Paintings and

Collage,” ends Friday
with a closing recep
tion from 7 to 9 p. m.

in the UC Gallery.
Pennington, an Ari
zona artist, will begin
three days of instruc
tion at UM beginning

tonight with a slide

show at 7:30 in Room
302 in the Fine Arts
Building.
Art Auction at the
Missoula Museum of

Arts continues until

November 11. Inter
ested parties may sub
mit bids throughout the

exhibition, which is on
display in the Main
Floor Gallery.

Music
24-7 SPYZ will play
some high energy

funk-punk-rock-rapmetal and ska on
Thursday in the Cop
per Commons at 8 p.m.

Bring dancing shoes
and an extremely open

mind for this tough
group from the South
Bronx. Tickets are $4

for students and $5 for
general public.

ADVERTISE
IN THE
KAIMIN
CLASSIFIEDES

Call 243-6541
for more information
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Two made-in-Montana movies now showing
'Cold Feet': a comedy showcase
for screenwriter and actor
By Karl Rohr
Arts Editor

When Montana novelist and
screenwriter Tom McGuane spoke
at UM last spring, it was easy to see
that in addition to his literary tal
ents, he is the classic class clown
who knows how to entertain an
audience.
McGuane's most recent comic
escapade is the movie “Cold Feet,”
a collaboration with writer Jim
Harrison. It’s destined to be a cult
classic.
In the dark humor tradition of
McGuane’s earlier screenplays,
“The Missouri Breaks” and “Ran
cho Deluxe,” “Cold Feel” features
misfits and low-lifes who live their
tragedies in a vast western land
scape, this time in the mythical town
of Deadrock, Mont, which is based
on Livingston. The characters
should be loathsome and unlovable,
but somehow the audience becomes
very attached and sympathetic to

them.
“Cold Feet" takes the old west
ern theme - a man’s love for his
horse - and weaves an intricate plot
of murder, lies, deception and para
noia, all resulting from a race to
possess a prize stallion loaded with
stolen emeralds.
Monte Latham, played by Keith
Carradine, is the man who is tom
between letting his brother and
young daughter keep the horse,
especially after his daughter falls in
love with it, and destroying it to
obtain the emeralds.
His partner is Kenny, played by
- get this - Tom Waits. Kenny is a
professional hit man who boasts of
“22 consecutive hits.” He travels
across the country with murderous
intentions in his pursuit of Monte,

who has stolen the horse.
Kenny is accompanied by
Monte’sgirlfriend Maureen, played
by Sally Kirkland. Maureen is a
blond nymphomaniac who tells
Kenny, “If I had a vibrator and
learned how to shoot, I wouldn’t
need you for anything.”
The casting is superb. Carradine
looks like he has spent his life
mending fences on Paradise Valley
ranches, sporting a six-gun stare
and the long, lean, hardened look of
a hungry cowboy. He plays a crimi
nal with a conscience, a bom loser
who believes maybe one good deed
will put him on the right track.
Kirkland’s Maureen is incredi
bly sexy, forever clad in skin-tight
outfits. Although she is the quintes
sential bubble-headed blond, she
genuinely loves Monte, and wants
nothing more from life than to marry
him.
But this movie belongs to Waits,

who is getting ever more strange
and entertaining as the years go by.
He’s a hard one to figure out; There
was the hopeless romantic of his
earlier years who wrote and sang
beau ti ful and heartbreaking ballads.
There was the jive-talking hep cat
whose emotional voice became
rough and worldly, but never weary.
He became the down-and-out street
poet and the “Nighthawk at the
Diner.” He hit the “Big Time” with
movie appearances and his music
became an eclectic mixture that
defied categorization.
“In Cold Feet,” Waits himself
defies categorization. But this is a
Tom Waits we’ve never seen be
fore - a tanned, athletic Waits with
a newly pumped-up greyhound’s
physique (you won’ t forget the scene

'War Party' targets racism,
violence on reservations
By Woody Kipp
Kaimin Reporter
The Battle of Milk River is
fictitious. Dennis Banks is not
fictitious. Some Americans,
especially those who live in the
border towns adjacent to
American Indian reservations
wish Banks was fiction. There
are many of the border town
Anglos who - given their
druthers - would greatly prefer
that the reservation system was
fiction.
The recently released movie
“War Party” calls up some old
and present hatreds surround
ing border towns. Banks, who
plays a tribal chairman, was
one of the prime movers in the
71-day siege at Wounded
Knee, S.D. in the spring of
1973. The Wounded Knee
siege was initiated by the
Oglala Sioux and joined by na
tives from the far reaches of
the western hemisphere. Media
teams from Japan, Germany
and England reported the affair
to the world. “War Party” is a
spin-off of the attitudes
projected onto the American
landscape by native militants
unhappy with the treatment of
their people.
The movie unfolds in the
mythical town of Binger,
which - like several Montana
towns - Cut Bank, Harlem,
Ronan and Wolf Point - has a
mixed population of natives
and Anglos. The racial tension,
as in real life, explodes under
the influence of alcohol as the

natives and whites stage a
mock battle to promote
tourism.
Real bullets are substituted
for blanks in a white man’s
gun. Tourist dollars suddenly
turn into frenzied, dust-filled
horse-whirling death. Venge
ance is sudden when a life is
snuffed out as tourists watch
from the grandstands. Law and
order momentarily dissolve as
the whites form a vigilante
posse in pursuit of the horse
back natives who have
lathered their horses toward
the nearby shelter of the
mountains.
A modern-day manhunt is
on, no matter that the bullets
were fired intentionally by an
Anglo; this is the West, and
this is the way things have
been done when bringing
redskins to justice. The white
man couldn’t whip the
redskins of the American West
because they ain’t too many,
they’re lightly armed and they
don’t have any control of the
court system.
Banks is surprisingly effec
tive portraying a chairman of
an Indian tribe. He spent the
majority of his career as a
leader of the militant Ameri
can Indian Movement fighting
against modem tribal chief
tains and their presumed sell

out policies to the white
society.
The movie, now playing at
the Cinema 3, was filmed pri
marily on the Blackfoot Indian
reservation.

See "Comedy," pg. 12.

MOUNTAIN BIKING
AROUND MISSOULA
Paul Lintem, student
coordinator for the outdoor
program will be on hand with
some slides, maps and ideas
about mountain bike trips
near missoula

* This could be a start to
cooperative trips *

Oct. 18
7 p.m.
U.C. Lounge
243-5172

Coupon
A thank you to

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS AND STAFF
10%off your entire check
good through
October

31,1989

910 Brooks
Missoula 728-PIES

In honor of your contribution to the
Missoula Economy,
use this discount coupon
as many times as you wish.

Experience the Union Market's
affordable new breakfast selections.
Now open Monday-Friday
9:00 am -10:30 am
Gold Oak Room
2nd Floor University Center

Do you have
Today Column information?
Call the Kaimin
at 243-6541

Sports
Sports
Briefs...
Morris leads
Griz to win
in EWU meet
The University of Mon
tana men’s cross country
team placed five of its
runners in the top ten
Saturday en route to a win at
the Eastern Washington
University Invitational. And
the Lady Griz, led by Shelly
Nicol, took second in their
race.
David Morris won his
fourth consecutive race,
chewing up the five mile

course in 25:02.9. The next

three Griz finishers came in

a tight pack, taking fourth,
fifth and sixth, and spanning
less than five seconds.
Consecutively, those runners
are: Clint Morrison, Leif

Larsen and Paul Marron.
The Griz scored 24
points, clobbering EWU
with 66 points and Idaho
State University with 84
points.
The Lady Griz scored 47
points, a close second to
EWU’s 41 points. Nicol led
the UM attack with a
19:34.2, third place finish.

Only two other runners
finished in the top ten.
Denali Henderson took sixth

and Lynda Rudolph placed
tenth.

Spikers beat
ISU, MSU
over weekend
The University of Mon
tana women’s volleyball
team picked up a pair of
wins this weekend, beating
both Idaho State and
Montana State Universityat

the Adam’s Field House.
The Lady Griz beat Idaho
Friday night 15-5,15-6,159. The team never trailed in

By Frank Field
Sports Editor
UM alumni who managed to
stay awake through the second
half of Saturday’s Homecom
ing football game witnessed an
unusual event

It isn’t strange that the Griz
zlies trounced the Weber State
Wildcats 31 -6. It is strange how
ever, that Weber out-passed and
out-gained the Griz, had more
first downs and fewer turnovers
- even had the ball longer—and
still lost
“The interesting thing,” said
head coach Don Read, “is that
we’ve always played well down
there, and they’ve always played
well here. We were nervous
about this tradition” going into
the game.
The Griz defense didn’t look
nervous in front of the 13,589
fans who made up the secondlargest crowd in WashingtonGrizzly stadium history. It
simply shut down the Wildcat
offense, closing running lanes
and forcing ball-carriers to the
outside, where they were
promptly downed.

And the defense went to town
on the Wildcat quarterbacks,
evading the offensive line time
after time, leading to nine sacks.

Defensive ends Kirk Murphy,
Sam Davidson and Sean Brickley, linebacker Steve Collins and
tackle Joe Kalafat each had two
sacks.
“It was our best defenive
game yet,” said Read. “And the

GRIZZLY RECEIVER Joe Farrish pulls In an 8-yard touchdown reception over the arms of
Wildcat defensive back Jody Marshall in UM’s win over Weber State Saturday. The reception
was Farrish's second of the day.
Photo by Christian Murdock

special teams played well.”
The defense played so well
that one member, free safety Tim
Hauck, earned Big Sky Confer
ence defensive player ofthe week
honors for his showing Satur
day.

forced a fumble which Collins
recovered on the Weber 11. On
UM’s third down, less than a
minute after Hauck’s TD,
quarterback Grady Bennett hit
Joe Farrish from the 8-yard line
for another touchdown.

In addition to forcing a fumble
and returning an intercepted pass
24 yards, it was Hauck who
started the scoring frenzy in the
second quarter by blocking a
punt and returning it for a 55yard touchdown.
Two plays later, Murphy

Those TD’s brought the score
to 24-3 before the teams took a
break. That was the first time
this season the Wildcats weren’t
leading at the half.
Early in the third quarter, Ben
nett connected with Farrish again
with a 41 -yard touchdown pass,

and kicker Kirk Duce success
fully booted the extra point.
In second half action, Weber
completed numerous passes, but
kicker Brent Chuhaniuk contributed the only offense that
counted. He knocked through a
35-yard field goal to give the
Wildcats the last of their six
points.
“We caught them at the right
time,” Read said. “The meaning
of that game was important. We
needed to get going again. It
made for a very special after
noon for us.”

Last day to return

FALL QUARTER
TEXTBOOKS

24-7 SPYZ

Friday,
October 13th

Thursday
October 12
&00pm in the
Copper Commons

sales slip required

students $4
general $5
They’re a
blend of funk,
punk, hip hop,
hardcore,
reggae, metal,
ska, and jazz.

teased the Lady Bobcats, but
still won 15-8,15-8,15-4.
In the first two games, UM
jumped out to big leads,

allowed MSU to get back in
the game, and then finished
them off.
“MSU is good physi
cally,” said Scott, “but they
are not playing well. They
are having trouble setting the
ball and their defense isn't
great”

9

Grizzly gridders trounce Weber Sate 31-6

scoring, had only one

reception error, and made
nine service aces.
“ISU had an impressive
non-conference record,” said
coach Dick Scott. “They
knocked off Boise State
(Boise’s only conference
loss), and had beaten BYU.”
Saturday night, UM
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Copper Commons Specials:
• Hungry Man Special (Burger, fries, Pepsi) $2.25
• 99c Spaghetti Special
• Escape Hour—Vfe price Ice Cream & Espresso

plus special guest performers

“INTO THE MARCH”

10
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NCAA rule change forces Duce to adjust
By Matt B. Walen
Sports Reporter

down - with less backwards tilt and the kicker has to kick even

A collegiate athlete, in any sport
or class division, competes under

lower on the ball.
Grizzly kicker Kirk Duce has
had to adjust to the new rule, Read

specific rules.
Occasionally, the NCAA rules
committee will change a rule or two
to enhance the competition of play

or to insure the safety of the play

ers.
One such rule change which
affected many college football
place-kickers was enacted last
winter.
According to Bruce Read, UM’s
special teams coach, the NCAA
rules committee removed the kick
ing tee - a one-inch high, square
plastic block -from field goal and
point-after-touchdown (PAT’s)

attempts.
“They (the committee) wanted
to limit the kicker’s roll,” Read
said. “They didn’t want that much
pressure riding on one guy.”
A college kicker could kick far
ther last year with the aid of the tee,
Read said, due to the angle of the
ball placed on the tee.
Now, Read said, the ball is placed

said.
“We dabbled with it at the be
ginning of this football season,” he
said. “He (Duce) has been doing a
fine job.”
So far this season the sopho
more place-kicker has hit 18 of 21
PAT’s and seven out of 12 field
goal attempts for a .857 and .582
average, respectively.
Last year, Duce set the new
school record for field goals made
with 18 out of 28 attempts for a.642
average. He also made 30 PAT’s
and led the team in overall scoring
with 84 total points.
“I wasn’t to worried about the
rule change,” Duce said. “Right
away, I started kicking in the ga
rage at home.”
The 5-foot 10-inch, 175 pound
Hcllgatc High product had a lessthan-average game against Eastern
Washington three weekends ago.
Duce was l-for-3 in both field goals
and PAT attempts, even though the

Grizzlies went on to win the game
22-16 in front of the home Eagle
crowd.
“I didn’t feel too bad about that
game,” Duce said. “1 had my first
blocked field goal of my career and
itkindofgottomementally. Idon’t
feel bad if the kicks are close.”
“We had some protection prob
lems,” Read said, “and he (Duce)
couldn’t mentally tune them out.”
But this la$t weekend - Home
coming weekend - was a different
story for the kicker.
Against Weber State, Duce
nailed all three PAT kicks and one
36-yard field goal in frontof 13,589
football fan’s, the second largest
crowd in Washington-Grizzly
Stadium’s history.

UM KICKER Kirk Duce boots a
practice field goal minus the
tee. Duce has had to adjust to
a new NCAA rule that removes
the use of a tee in certain situ
ations.

Photo by Patricia Abouaaie

If you can find a Macintosh in this room,
we might put one in yours. Free.

In what will surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invites you
to try winning a free Apple* Macintosh* Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this drawing.
We’ll even give you a hint: It’s not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you’re on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold’on your
campus. Oh, all right, we’ll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the'bottom of this ad.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus, and it’s going to happen soon.
Soon, as in right away. Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint.

Somebody’s going to win a free Macintosh.
Enter October 2nd-0ctober 18th
Also, stop by the Computer Fair, UC Mall on October 18th
Computers
ADVANCED 'EChNCLOGV FOR 'COav S SCtCAT'CN
FO Bm IIM
t«Mt
1989 Apple Qimpuier. Inc. Apple, (he .Apple logo. and Macintosh are registered trademarks ofApple Computer. Inc. Illustration © 1989 Matt Gtuenlng
One enin |X*r perx in. please. Only lulliime students. faculty, and staff are eligible to win.

Classifieds
Personals
Kel - This Weekend.. -the “Quest for Snow!"
Be there - with me. -Net- 10-11-1

Are you trying to be e pcoon of peace? Look in
Friday’s Kaimin: Pax Christi 10-11-1
Come to the Women’s Resource Centcr’l first
Brown beg lecture. Friday October 13 from
1KX) - 2.-00 p.m. in the MT rooms. This week
ire’ll have a panel discussion on rape with infor
mation about the Take Back the Night March.
See you there! 10-11-3
Around the world in 40 beers. See details at The
Rhinocerous. 158 Ryman. 721-6061 9-28-7
Entrepreneurship Club first meeting. AU majors
welcome. Wed. Oct 11,4 pan. Montana
Rooms. U.C 10-11-1

Pregnant? Need help? Free pregnancy test.
Confidential. Birthright 549-0406. 10-5-103
Interested in peace? Watch Friday’s kaimin...
Pas Christi!! I 10-11-1
Creep to the UC on Thursday at 8:00 to hear
some reggae, rock, pop, petal, and more from 247 SPYZ. $4.00 for students. C-U there! 10-111

The ASUM Performing Alts Series is out of this
world, but the price isn't! Launch your rocket to
the UC Box Office! 10-10-2
Dean of Students Open Forum. Student
Employment Thursday, October 12, noon, UC
Lounge. 10-11-2

Try 24-7 SPYZ out for size. Sneak over to the
Copper Commons Thursday at 8:00 for some en
tertainment that wiU be great Don’t be late! 1011-1
NEW LIFE FITNESS
Best student rates in town. $22 month or $60 for
3 months. 127 North Higgins. 721-5117. Come
and check us out 9-27-7

Afrikan/Jazz with Michele! Dance, sing, sweat
in your style. Saturdays 11-12:30, Sunday 67:30. 549-8575. 10-5-2
Yum! New York Cheesecake from Moveable
Feast. $2.00 a slice at UC Market 10-4-3

Just say yes.
Say yes to what?
The 1989-90 Performing Arts Series of course.
Tickets on sale at the UC Box Office. 10-5-2

Help Wanted
Men and women to learn and teach Camp fire
Self Reliance courses. Call 542-2129 10-11-4

Stable help-stall cleaning and feeding for pay or
horse board. Experience please. Call 273-2257.
10-11-3
Finance students needed for research project
commission/royallies? Resume letter of interestBox 5837, Missoula, 59806 10-11-5
Babysitter needed (one child): Great hours far
conscientious caring student. Call 542-0535 for
interview. 10-11-6

UM Foundation now hiring Excellence Fund
Phansthan callers. Apply now at The UM
Foundation. Brantley Hall. Deadline October 13.
10-11-1
Telephone intenriewen/data entry operators
needed. Spanish speaking. Apply M.A.R.S Inc.
Ill North Higgins, Suite 4000, Thru Oct 13,
1989. 10-6-2

reporters. Salary: $210.00/month. Pickup
applications at Kaimin office, Journalism 206.
Bring clips if you have them. 9-28-5
Non-work study positions. Lead student
warehouse worker. Start at $4.50/hr 20-30+
hours per week. Excell opportunity for an
energetic and dependable student Must be avail.
MWF from 1-3 pjn. and Tiri 9-11 a.m. and 1-3
p.m. Apply at UC Commissary, UC 152 or call
LonEbel. 243-4042. 104-3
Non-work study/work study job $4-$5/hour, 1520 hours per week. ClericalAechmcal assistant
for scientific project. Filing, organizing research
data. Requires proficiency in word processing,
Computer experience desireable. Contact G.
Stanley, Geology Dcpt. 243-5693. 9-27-6.

Four work study positions available for Grounds
Crew work. $4.05 /hour. Hours 6:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m. Must be available for early morning (up to
4:00 a.m.) emergencies. Maximum average 19
hours weekly. Apply at Physical Plant building.
CaU Gary Stowe 243-2183/243-2211, days. 927-7
Five workstudy positions available for Labor
Crew work. $4.05/hr. Hours 7:00 ajn.-5:30
pjn., flexible. Maximum average 19 hours
weekly. Apply at Physical Plant building. Call
Jack Onsud, 243-6042/243-2211, days. 9-27-7

Five workstudy positions available for Custodial
Crew. Evening hours, flexible shifts, MondayFriday. $4.05/hour. Maximum average 18 hours
weekly. Apply at Physical Plant building. Call
Jeanne Tallmadge of Lloyd Phillips after 3:00
p.m. or leave message 243-2161. 9-27-7

Six workstudy positions available for Security
ticket writers. Hours 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 pjn.,
flexible. $4.05/hour. Maximum average 19
hours weekly. Apply at Physical Plant building.
CaU Shirley Benson 243-6131, days. 9-27-7

Part-time car rental rep. Insurance requires
applicant to be 21. Apply Hertz Rent-A-Car.
Missoula Airport. 549-9511. 10-4-3
Workstudy position as child-care aide. Close to
campus morning and afternoon schedules
available. Monday through Friday. CaU
Charlene 542-0552 days, 549-7576 evenincs/
weekends.

Delivery drivers wanted. Apply at Subway
Sandwich and Salads. 2710 Brooks. 10-3-5
Lot maintenance person part-time Sat & Sunday
including holidays and breaks. Cleaning car
wash/convenient store, outside must be honest
and reliable. $3.75/hr. Apply in person at 923
N. Orange, Ole’s Country Store. EEO Male/
Female. 10-4-5
Advertising Sales: Energetic individual to
represent daily newspaper in Missoula.
Experience preferred. Commission sales. Parttime acceptable. Resume to: Ravalli Republic,
Box 433, Hamilton, MT 59840. 10-34

Support Your
Kaimin
Advertisers
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Men and women volunteea needed toi work
with Camp Fire Girls & Boys. CaU 542-2129.
9- 29-6

For Sale
1986 Honda 50cc Scooter. Excellent condition,
low miles. $325.00. 543-8048 104-3
EMS Robson 4-season mummy down sleeping
bag with Gortex cover. Temp, rating minus 20
degrees F. $150. CaU Dave 549-0284. 10-11-2

Apartment to share, 2 bedroom. Female nonsmoker. $235/month. 728-5641. 10-6-1

Services
Need a mechanic you can trust? UM student, 19
years experience. A11 work guaranteed.
Reasonable rate*. 251-3291. Ask for Bob. 103-4

Sewing, mending alterations. Reasonable. Call
721-3374.

Found: Set of keys at Sig Ep House. Ford,
Dorm, Bike keys on a Chippendales key chain.
Claim at Kaimin office. 10-11-2

Found: One man’s denim, jacket, one woman’s
denim jacket in Journalism building. Claim at
Kaimin, J206.

Lost or Stolen: Royal blue TREK Mountain
Bike with white lettering outlined in HOT PINK.
NEW BIKE! Any information please call 5490289. REWARD. 10-6-2

Red and blue Po wderhom Ski jacket. Large.
$40.00 CaU Dave, 549-0284. 10-11-2

Tandy 1000SL Desk PC compatible color
monitor modem. New. $1,180 eve/ 721-2416.
10- 5-2

Canon electronic typewriter. 32 character LCD
display, memory storage and automatic
functions. Like new. $150. CaU Dave 5490284. 10-11-2
“Have it made in the shade!” 20% off
sunglasses. Vaurnet, Bolle, Ski Optics, at The
Trailhead. Comer of 3rd and Higgins. 10-4-5

FREE - $1. off with purchase of $5. with this ad
or more. The Bookmark behind Shopko on
Clark St 721-4763. 10-3-4

Attention Seahawks fans: Brand new starter
jacket for sale. It was $90 new; will sell for $50.
7214763. 10-3-4

Moving sale. Vintage and quality clothes. Oct.
5th thru Oct. 8th. 509 South 5th East Bargains.
10-5-2
1971 Pontiac Catalina, runs Great! Ideal for
coUege or use in the mountains. $250 or best
offer. CaU 542-2860.

J Transportation
Need chaperone to fly with daughter MissoulaIthaca, NY. One week during Christmas
holidays. Will pay half. CaU David (607) 2570662 or Missoula-NYC possible. 9-26-8

Typing

For Rent

Fast Accurate Verna Brown 543-3728. 10-3-4
Rooms for rent: Single and double rooms, $125
and $150 month to month, includes ALL. One
block off campus, 501 University Ave. Call Eric
at 728-2200 or Tyler at 728-9700. 10-11-3

Apartment to share, 2 bedroom. Female nonsmoker. $235/month. 728-5641. 10-4-3

Fast, efficient word processing with ’‘spell
check;” Carol Junk ert: 549-1051. 9-28-33

Word Processing, Editing. Expert services for
manuscripts, theses, resumes, correspondence.
The Text Professionals, 728-7337. 10-6-3

Non-smoker looking for same to share 2 bdnn.
cabin near U. $162.50 per month. Also 1/2 util,
and deposit. Dan 728-8766. 10-4-3

Lost &Found
Lost: Orange file folder with gray legalpad. My
grades in Political Science depend upon these
notes. HELP! Call Dave at 542-1031, leave a
message. 10-11-2

Wanted to Buy
Need king sized waterbed frame and pedastal
728*4880. Leave message. 10*3-4

Pets
KC registered shelties bom June 30th. $150.00.
277-3931 after 7 p.m. 10-6-1

Lost: One gray backpack near Aber Hall. If
found, contact Gene at 243-1276. 10*11-2
Lost: Key chain. Colorful, beaded green and
red. Lost Friday near Library. Doug 549-6895.
10-11-2
Lost: Brown leather wallet Please return! Drop
it by the info desk in the U.C. Center. No
questions. 10-5-2

Automotive
’64 Chevy truck. 50,000 original miles.
Excellent conditions $1,000. CaU 728-9276. 1011-4

Is it True... Jeeps for $44 throught the
Govcmemcnl? CaU for facts! 1-312-742-1142
Ext. 4989. 10-11-1

Found: Sat morning at Sig Ep house, “Couloure”
Laloman's watch. Call Ken 721-2591. 10-5-2

Roommates Needed
Roommate wanted male or female. House in the
country close to Missoula. $200/month. 1/2
utilities. 273-2798. 9-26-8

Wanted female student for room and board.
Utilities paid (except phone) $250/mo. $50.00
deposit. 543-4279 10-4-3

Non-smoker looking for same to share 2 bdrm.
cabin near U. $162.50 per month. Also 1/2 util,
and deposit. Dan 728-8766. 10-4-3

■RFSFaRCh "i'NFbRr-iATI6n

LARGEST LIBRARY OF INFORMATION
IN U.S.
- subjects

- al’

3rder Catalog Toda/ with VIsa/MC or COC

lBHBa\800’35 1 -0222
■SSBBS
z ln Calir (213> 477-8226
>2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave '206-A.L.A, CA 90025

Now available at the UC Bookstore

Hot Clothes On I.C.E.
and the UC Bookstore
get It together with ...

"Innovative
BeaClothing
r I.CExcitement
.E."
Progressive Jeanswear,
Cotton Baggies
& Shirtings

“Bear Facts”
1989-90 Date/Datebook

Apply to be an Excellence Fund Phonathon
caller now! $4/hr: (more if you’ve worked
before). UM Foundation, Brantley Hall. 10-6-1
Physics 111 tutor needed. CaU 251-2314
evenings only. 10-5-5

Babysitter needed for six year old girl. Only
four blocks from campus. Hours are 3:45 to 5:45
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. $70.00
per month. Must have a valid driver’s license.
No smokers. 728-2205. 10-6-5

All the information you need to
know about University events
and happenings. Don’t miss out
on anything. Only $3.25 for an
entire year’s worth of valuable
information.

Nurse aide-Evcning shift, we will train. Apply in
person between 9 and 4. Monday thru Friday.
Royal Manor Care Center. 3018 Rattlesnake
Drive. 10-5-8

Nanny for 9-mo.-old baby in U area home, 1 blk
from campus. 3 hrs/day, M-F, flexible to your
schedule. $3.35/hr. Refemces required. Nonsmoker. 728-2364. 10-6-3

HELP WANTED: Afternoon housekeeper—
2:00 - 5:00 pjn. daily, M-F, flexible to your
schedule. $3.35/hr. References required. Nonsmoker. 728-2364. 10-6-3

Babysitter needed for 6 yr. old from 3:00 to 5:00
daily. Easy job which allows study time too.
Musi have own transportation. Call 251-2314
evenings. 10-5-5
Paying $5.88 3 work study positions at Division
of Biological Sciences. Packing and moving
boxes, various ocher duties. Available
immediately. 243-2246 or 243-5122. Lynda.
10-4-3

Reporters: The Montana Kaimin needs

All you can eat!

$299
Buffet
pizza • spaghetti • salad
garlic sticks • dessert

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY
TEN DAYS!!!
Student groups, fraternities and
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details plus
a FREE gift, group officers call:

1-800-950-8472 ext-10

11

LUNCH: Mon. thru Fri. • $2.99
EVENING: Tues & Wed • $3.99

children's prices

Godfather's
Pizza
Holiday Village • Brooks & Stephens
721-FOOD

12
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Conference-------

Target ■

from page 4.

from page 1.

Rand McNally National Park
Guide, in addition to several other
books on the subject
Frome gave his keynote
address last night at 7 pm in the

UC ballroom.
Wilderness Watch, a fledgling,
national non-profit society for
wilderness management issues is
sponsoring the celebration. And
the group’s Vice President Jim

Dayton, explained the
conference’s unique bent
“Just knowing it (wilderness)
is there is important to a lot of
people,” he said.
Dayton said the U.S. Forest
Service recently held a similar
celebration in Minneapolis,
focusing on forest management
but Wilderness Watch wanted to
celebrate the simple existence of
wilderness. With five designated
wildernesses in Missoula County
and 15 in the state, the land in
question is well represented.
The conference, titled 25 years
of Wilderness: A Cultural Phe
nomenon, will hold lectures in the
UC Mt Sentinel rooms.

Comedy
from page 8.

where Waits demonstrates how he
tones his stomach muscles) that
contradicts his image as a drunken
hipster sobbing at his piano. I mean.
Waits actually runs in this movie.
The funniest thing in this movie
is the incongruity between Waits
and the Montana people and land
scapes. He seems amused at us, and
when he dons cowboy duds, he
laughs at himself and throws a $400
pair of lizard-skin boots in a
dumpster.
Although Waits plays a profes
sional killer, and does kill someone
in a graphic and unsettling early
scene, we find it impossible to hate
him. He’s just too funny, and it’s
refreshing to see acomic actor being
his bizarre self instead of trying
hard to be hilarious. The greatest
line in the movie is when Waits, in
a tender scene with Monte’s little
daughter, tells her to “watch out for
snakes” when they are walking
through the woods. One can easily
imagine the citified Waits being
afraid of snakes, and the line comes
like an ad lib.
Because the movie was filmed in
Livingston and Paradise Valley,
audiences will enjoy recognizing
familiar buildings, scenery and
people. Watch for Jeff Bridges in a
superb cameo as a bartender and
McGuane as a tourist-hating cow
boy who stares down Waits.
Last, but far from least, there is
the magnificent Paradise Valley
landscape. Director Robert Donhelm usesevery opportunity to show
it, and the results are breathtaking.
Near the end of the movie, one can
sense that it is the dramatic sweep of
the land that draws the characters
closer together.
Some final advice - don’t leave
when the closing credits start roll
ing by. Just wai t a minute. The movie
isn’t over yet.
“Cold Feet” is now showing at
the Crystal Theater.

singled out because of statements
she made in the press last year
concerning tree spiking.
“The fact that I was in the paper
defending my rights of free speech
is what got me in trouble,” she said.
Hoe said she was interrogated in
a way that “felt like something out
of the McCarthy era.”
Hoc said two agents read her a
list of 50 or 60 names and asked if
she knew any of them. She said the
names she recognized were all en
vironmentalists.
Dick Manning, a former Missoulian reporter who covered envi
ronmental issues, said two investi
gators came to his home in August
He said one of the investigators
seemed to believe that he had privi
leged information about tree spikers because of his position as a re

threatened me,” Manning said. “He
said, ‘You’d better be telling the
truth, because if you’re not, you’re
going to be facing a grand jury.’ “
But one environmental activist,
who requested anonymity, said he
believes people who accuse the
Forest Service and the FBI of har
assment are “overreacting.”
“I don’t think there’s any con
spiracy to get the environmental
movement,” he said. “This is just a

case of shoddy, scattershot, grossly
insensitive law enforcement”
The activist, who works as a
spokesman and researcher for a
respected “mainstream” environ
mental group, said he has studied
law enforcement, and attributed
problems in the investigation to
“incompetence.”
“I’m afraid this is unprofessional
enough that it’s going to hurta lot of
innocent people,” he said.
porter.
The grand jury will convene Oct
“When I told him I didn’t he 19 in Boise, Idaho.

HALLOWEEN
cards

Get a 25c stamp for 10c
with the purchase of a card!

Bookstore

WHEN IT COMES TO
TELECOMMUNICATIONS,
WE’RE PUSHING
THE FRONTIERS OF
TECHNOLOGY.
We've been standing at the forefront of technology in the telecommuni
cations industry since we developed the first automatic switch in 1891.
Today, we're continuing to push the frontiers of technology - developing
nothing less than the most technically sophisticated digital switching
systems in the world, as well as new approaches for the integrated
services digital network which will open up the digital network of the
information age.

And, that's just a start. Because now we're drawing on the resources of
two of the world's giants within the telecommunications industry, AT&T
and GTE.
Which means this is your chance to grow with a technical innovator
while reaping the rewards of world leadership. Rewards that include
competitive salaries, excellent benefits, and a great year-round climate
and relaxed lifestyle in Arizona's Valley of the Sun.
We're looking for individuals with a BS in Computer Science or Com
puter Engineering to join our expanding R&O group.

We will be on campus conducting interviews on

Tuesday, October 24th
Talk to the company with thebest connections in the business. Please
contact Placement Services to arrange your interview appointment, or
send your resume to: AG Communication Systems, 2500 West Utopia
Road, Human Resources Dept., Phoenix, AZ 85027. An Equal Oppor
tunity Employer M/F/H.

AG Communication Systems
A joint venture of AT&T and GTE

